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GENI WiMAX
Classroom-as-a-Service
A fully hosted lab component to supplement classes in

computer networks and wireless communications.



Tried and tested
Used with 5 student cohorts at 3 universities

(including over 180 students).



Educational
philosophy



Why include wireless in
your class?



▶ The network is reliable.
▶ Latency is zero.
▶ Bandwidth is infinite.
▶ The network is secure.
▶ Topology doesn't change.
▶ There is one administrator.
▶ Transport cost is zero.
▶ The network is homogeneous.



▶ The world is flat.
▶ A radio’s transmission area is circular.
▶ All radios have equal range.
▶ If I can hear you, you can hear me (symmetry).
▶ If I can hear you at all, I can hear you perfectly.
▶ Signal strength is a simple function of distance.

▶ The RF hardware is perfect.



Example
Must the same modulation and coding profile be used
for traffic from base station to mobile as for traffic
from mobile to base station? Explain your reasoning.



What's in the box?



Classroom-as-a-service
Offered as a fully hosted service



Menu



Your own course site



Your own course site



CMS access



Student account
creation

Submit a spreadsheet with student names, emails, IDs,
we create NYU WiMAX & iRODS accounts for them.



Live monitoring



Instant student
feedback



Explore experiment
results



Explore experiment
results



Q&A forum



Student feedback







''Very interesting to see with real data how a soft
handover can be achieved via socket modification.''



''Real time measurements give a better understanding
of the wireless networks and how they work.''



''The lab was very interesting since I had no experience
with LINUX before .''



''I like that I am actually working with a real testbed and
real cellular tech.''



''I enjoyed being able to download and view the video
upon lab completion.''



GENI MOOC



Use GENI to educate the Internet users, not the
Internet creators.



No programming required.
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